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The Rain Styx 

 
Also known as an Orgone Accumulator of natural magnetic vortices 

 
Wilhelm Reich invented a very effective device known as a "Cloud Buster" which the Orgone 
Accumulator is modeled after.1 He also determined that the device worked best if placed within 20 
feet of big trees for maximum ascension and declination (via roots). 
 
Supplies: 
• The ‘sketch’ for the Orgone Accumulator/generator on page 2 (figure 1) 
• Several rolls of pennies - pre-1961 old pennies work best as they have a higher copper 

percentage/unit 
• Zinc metal (a galvanized nail works well) 
• Metal can for base  (An empty 33 oz metal coffee can works well.) 
• Black-sands magnetite2 - approximately 3 pounds 
• Water - approximately 5 cups 
• Glass candy-dish with stem - small enough to set in coffee can 
• 2" diameter glass vase approximately 12" tall 
• One quartz crystal (2" X .75") 
• 3/8th inch copper wire (that is not just copper coated) - approximately 3 foot length 
• 1/2" copper pipe - 5 feet in length 
 
Instructions: 

1. Pour enough magnetite into coffee can to create a 1/4" layer in the bottom. Then fill halfway 
with distilled water 

2. Fill candy dish with pennies; add zinc. Set dish in the coffee can with the stem immersed in the 
water 

3. Fill vase with magnetite to 3" from the top 
4. Place vase in candy dish containing pennies 
5. Set pipe atop the crystal, attaching with glue or tape (do not used duct tape) 
6. Wrap copper wire CLOCKWISE around one end of crystal winding onto the copper pipe. Wind 

approximately 3/4" apart and 8" up.  
7. Plant crystal and pipe into vase 
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1 Reich determined that aluminum is not a good metal to use in his device, therefore I don't recommend it either.  
2 Magnetite source:  Dr. John V. Milewski  jvmilewski@aol.com 
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